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a b s t r a c t 

The vanishing point provides a strong ability to infer the 3D structure of the scene. It finds great ap- 

plication in image composition analysis, lane detection, camera calibration and salience detection. Many 

methods have been proposed to predict the location of vanishing point. They are usually based on ge- 

ometrical and structural features such as lines or contours. However, such methods suffer deteriorated 

accuracy due to the large number of outlier line segments in natural landscape images. In this paper, 

we propose a semantic-texture fusion network to detect the dominant vanishing point in the image. The 

proposed network includes two branches. The first branch is based on the Holistically-Nested Edge Detec- 

tion Network which extracts textural features. The second branch aims to extract the semantic features. 

In order to boost the representational power of a network, we adopt the Squeeze-and-Excitation block 

to model the interdependencies between the semantic features and the textural features. Experimental 

results reveal a step forward against the state-of-the-art vanishing point detection methods in natural 

landscapes. Based on the detection results, we further demonstrate how the proposed model can be used 

to provide on-line guidance to amateur photographers. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Under the pin-hole camera model, a set of parallel lines in 

three-space will project to converging lines in the image plane. A 

common point of the intersection is known as the vanishing point 

(VP). The VP encodes the 3D orientation of the lines, and thus is 

essential to many tasks, e.g. automatic navigation [1] , image cali- 

bration [2] , 3D reconstruction and fixation prediction [3,4] . 

The technique of VP detection has been extensively studied 

in recent years [5–9] . Despite the extensive studies on VP detec- 

tion, they mainly focus on man-made environment which includes 

large number of line segments. Besides, they also assume the three 

dominant vanishing directions in the scenes are mutually orthogo- 

nal. The Manhattan-world hypothesis is in general valid for simple 

urban scenes. However, for more complex scenes in natural images, 

there may not be more than one VP, which makes traditional VP 

detection methods inapplicable. Besides, the visible edges can be 

weak and not detectable via local photometric cues. Further, there 

are many noisy lines in the background, such as those on tree’s 

branches. Nearly all pairs of lines will intersect in the image plane, 
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even if they are not parallel in 3D, leading to many spurious can- 

didates for vanishing points. In this scenario, it is difficult to pick 

out the VP without semantic information. 

This paper explores the possibility of detecting dominant VP by 

deep learning model in the wild. The dominant VP is the VP (i) as- 

sociates with the major geometric structures of the scene, and (ii) 

conveys a strong impression of 3D space of depth to the viewers 

[10,11] . VP is one of the most commonly used techniques in photo 

composition. As shown in Fig. 1 , it is a powerful tool to illustrate 

depth. Photographers often use it to attract the viewer’s attention. 

Nowadays, there is a demand to develop more intelligent function- 

alities for digital cameras, among which automatically helping to 

take wonderful images has recently begun to attract research at- 

tention. Solution to this problem is promising, in the sense that it 

can bring dramatic convenience for millions of amateur photogra- 

phers. A best way to learn photography is to learn from the ex- 

perienced peers. When we take photos, we may wonder what the 

experienced photographers would take in a similar situation. In- 

spired by the work of Zhou et al. [10] , we tackle the problem by 

retrieving images which have similar point of view with similar 

semantic contents. The dominant VP encodes the angle of percep- 

tion when a viewer sees a scene. Thus our VP detection network 

captures rich viewpoints information. We apply our network to an 

image retrieval application which aims to provide amateur users 

with on-site feedback about the composition of their photos. 
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Fig. 1. The use of vanishing points in photography. Experienced photographers often use the vanishing points and the associated lines to draw the viewers to key elements. 

Manually labeled ground truth lines are marked in green. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 

In this paper, we make the following three contributions. 

• We propose a semantic-texture fusion network to the vanish- 

ing point detection in the wild. By combining the semantic and 

textural features, our method significantly outperforms state-of- 

the-art methods for natural scenes. 

• In order to boost the representational power of a network, we 

adopt the Squeeze-and-Excitation block to model the interde- 

pendencies between the semantic features and the textural fea- 

tures. 

• We demonstrate the application of our model by providing on- 

line guidance to amateur photographers. 

The paper is organized as follows. We summarise the related 

work in Section 2 . We describe the semantic-texture fusion net- 

work in Section 3 . Experimental results and the application are in- 

troduced in Section 4 . Conclusions are presented in Section 5 . 

2. Related work 

The proposed method is closely related to two research top- 

ics: image composition analysis (2.1) and vanishing point detection 

(2.2) . 

2.1. Image composition analysis 

Image composition modeling problem has been studied for 

decades. It finds great applications in image aesthetic assessment, 

emotion prediction, and image recommendation [12–21] . In early 

works, Tang et al. [12] propose to model the important techniques 

such as simplicity, color harmony, lighting, for image aesthetic 

assessment. Yeh et al. [15] model the rule of thirds and image 

simplicity based on the image segmentation results and salience 

information. Liu et al. [13] propose a compound operator of crop- 

and-retarget to modify the composition aesthetics of the image. 

Image composition also has strong relationship with emotion pre- 

diction. In [19] , Zhao et al. model the composition principles, such 

as balance, emphasis, harmony, variety, gradation, and movement to 

predict the emotion. However, the above methods implement the 

simple photography composition guidelines from 2D rendering of 

visual elements. In this paper, we focus on the linear perspective 

effects which encode the 3D information of the scenes. 

2.2. Vanishing point detection 

The history of vanishing point detection method is extremely 

rich. Many previous work is based on the Manhattan world 
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